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Logitech Alto Connect
Notebook Stand + 4-Port
USB Hub

$69.95

Product Images

Short Description
Improve your notebook comfort and connectivity. The Logitech® Alto Connect raises your notebook display
for increased viewing comfort so you'll be more relaxed and more productive. It's an attractive alternative to
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expensive monitors and docking stations.

Description
Improve your notebook comfort and connectivity. The Logitech® Alto Connect raises your notebook display
for increased viewing comfort so you'll be more relaxed and more productive. It's an attractive alternative to
expensive monitors and docking stations.

Features
Three High Speed USB ports make connecting peripherals a snap. An extra port on the front adds instant access to your personal
digital devicesthumb drives, cameras, and MP3 music players.

Comfort
Elevates display for viewing comfort: Encourages a more comfortable posture by raising the notebook display to eye level
and placing at an optimal viewing distance. Stay more relaxedand more productive.

Convenience and Style
Built-in USB hub with convenience port: Use the three powered High Speed USB ports to connect stationary peripherals:
external drives, scanners, printers, and more. An extra port on the front of the stand adds instant access to your personal
digital devices: thumb drives, cameras, and MP3 music players.
Elegant design and construction: Fits any décor.
Works with virtually all notebooks: Use it with your current notebookand your next one.
Eliminates cable clutter: The convenient notch helps organize and secure cables.
This product should be used with an external keyboard and mouse.

Specifications

System Requirements
PC notebook, Apple MacBook, or Apple MacBook Pro
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USB port
Note: This product requires an external keyboard and mouse (not included).

Package Contents
Logitech® Alto Connect Notebook Stand with 4-Port USB Hub
AC power cord
User guide
3-year limited hardware warranty

Additional Information
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Brand

Logitech

SKU

939-000006

Weight

5.0000

Color

Black
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